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out in space

civilizations

HOLLIS R JOHNSON

from the beginning men have looked into the starry sky

scientific knowland asked are we alone in this vastness
edge now enables us to outline an answer to this question and
that will be our purpose here some interesting implications of
come to mind as we proceed
the answer may corne
As a logical prerequisite even to asking the question one
the stars as other suns and of the earth as a
must
musi conceive of thestars
planet in the solar system the first of these ideas was held by
some thinkers far back in history among them several ancient greek scholars even though it has been accepted by
most people only in the last few centuries the second although
proven only in 1727 by bradley s measurement of the aberration of starlight I was also accepted long ago by some scien1

tists

among the early records of extensive scientific thinking
about the possibility of other civilizations is a fascinating little
book published by christiaan huygens a physicist near the end
of the 1600

s

1

he

wrote

why then shall

we not
conclude that our star has
no better attendance than the others so that what we allow d
the planets upon the account of our enjoying it we must
likewise grant to all those planets that surround that prodigious number of suns they must have their plants and
animals nay and their rational ones too and those as great
admirers and as diligent observers of the heavens as ourselves and must consequently enjoy whatsoever is subservient to and requisite for such knowledge

since then other scholars have speculated about civilizations
outside the earth but these have generally been only the most
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adventurous thinkers in fact many individuals and groups
have strongly opposed the notion the interesting ideas of the
from 1830 were therefore quite
book of moses 2 dating froin
advanced especially in view of their theological setting in
that book joseph smith not only remarked on the existence
of other worlds 3 but he attributed these ideas to divine
revelation wherein god said

and worlds without number

have 1I created and 1I also
created them for mine own purpose and by the son 1I created
them which is mine only begotten and the first man of
all men have 1I called adam which is many but only an
account of this earth and the inhabitants thereof give 1I
unto you for behold there are many worlds that have
passed away by the word of my power and there are many
that now stand and innumerable are they unto man

two scientific achievements of the

1950 s changed our
intellectual climate and brought renewed interest in possible

galactic civilizations the development of radio astronomy provided a means of communicating with other societies and the
dramatic launching of the first sputnik by russia in 1958
showed that man was ready to step out into space several
articles and books about extraterrestrial civilizations by scien6 A whole new branch
5
tists and writers appeared 4
of science exobiology
bad been
exo biology was born some of what had
written often with considerable knowledge and imagination
as science fiction began to appear much more plausible
ARE THERE

civilizations

OUTSIDE THE EARTH

where do we now stand what can be said from the view-

point of science about the chances for extraterrestrial life are
there other civilizations outside the earth Is there a chance
to communicate with or visit such civilizations if they exist
let us first remind ourselves of the nature of our universe
our earth is one of many planets nine major ones
7
which along with comets and meteors revolve about an ordinary star called the sun the sun is one of about 100 billion
stars of various brightnesses sizes temperatures compo1010
lo
sitions
sit ions and ages which make up the milky way galaxy on
occasion we will need some large numbers here much larger
than we can understand from daily experience therefore we
will use superscript numbers to eliminate
eliniinate using large numbers
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A galaxy is a major grouping of stars and galaxies
span a considerable range in size form and brightness
galaxies in turn are grouped into clusters and clusters are
grouped into superclusters
super clusters this hierarchy may continue up to
the size of the entire universe in any case the universe contains at least a few billion galaxies altogether there is
some tentative evidence that the universe stretches out to a
distance of perhaps 10 billion 1010
100 light years a light year
loo
is the distance light travels in a year about 6xl012
6xio
exio miles
and has an age of 10 or 15 billion years
1021 to 10
1034 stars in all the galaxies in the universe
1024
of the 1020
it would be fantastic if only our star had a planet which supported a civilization
can we estimate how many civilizations there are consider first the prerequisites of life all life on earth and that
includes all known life in the universe is based on the chemistry of carbon an element which is quite abundant throughout
the cosmos all living organisms need water in the liquid state
A supply of oxygen is needed plants on which all life depends require a source of heat or light in the correct amount
and at the proper wavelengths since the rates of some physical
processes depend on it gravity of a proper value is needed
finally poisonous substances must not be present we therefore concentrate our search for life on those parts of the universe where these prerequisites are met it has been suggested
that these limits might be extended if life elsewhere were
based on a different system of chemical compounds such as
those of silicon or if ammonia or alcohol could replace water
or sulfur replace oxygen while this speculation is interesting
it seems highly improbable that an organism as complex as the
human body could be so constructed therefore although we
cannot exclude the possibility that living matter elsewhere
might be based on some exotic chemistry we restrict our
speculations to life as we know it on earth
with this assumption most of the universe can quickly be
excluded as a habitat for any sort of life the surface and the
interior of the stars are much too hot for complex molecules
nreen the stars on the other hand is
areen
between
to form the space bet
generally much too cold for any life to exist surrounding each
star is a certain zone where the temperature may permit life
A planet like earth orbiting within this life zone would

of zeros
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be the most obvious

probably the only

spot to fulfill the

conditions for life

civilizations IN THIS GALAXY
can we estimate quantitatively the number of civilizations
in the galaxy even more specifically can we estimate the number of communicative civilizations out there this number can
be written as the product of several factors each specifying the
rate or probability of one event there are several valid formulations of the equations one of which is 8

Ry fpnefififcl
rfnffif1

N

is the estimated number of communicative societies in
the galaxy at any time R I the rate of star formation ffp the

here N

1

fraction of stars forming planets ne the number of planets per
star with environment suitable for life fi the fraction of suitable planets upon which life develops fi the fraction of life
bearing planets upon which intelligence appears ffc the fraction of intelligent cultures communicating in an interstellar
sense and L is the time spent in a communicating state this
particular equation was used at the informal meeting of eleven
scientists in november 1961 at the national radio astronomy
observatory greenbank west virginia to discuss the prospects
of communicating with possible civilizations outside the earth
some of the factors involved in the calculation of N must
come from astrophysics some from biology and some from
sociology several will be barely more than guesses but at
least we can set some limits on the probable number of com1I would
munica tive societies any answer different from N
municative
be exciting
the rate of star formation R can be estimated only
1011
ioli
loii stars in our galaxy and it is
approximately if there are 10
1010 years old stars formed at the average rate of 10 yer year
10
however we must not count the earliest stars for if all elements heavier than hydrogen and helium have been produced
by nuclear reactions in the centers of stars any planets formed
with these early stars probably were too deficient in carbon
nitrogen and oxygen to support life furthermore if the evolution of life on earth is a guide life would not have to develop
around stars which evolve quickly the brightest and most
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massive
7
9 on the other hand most of the stars may
have formed during a few epochs in the past and we may be
10
10 1000 A value of R
underestimating by a factor of 101000
stars
year seems reasonable
starsyear
what fraction of stars have planets we have directly seen
only those planets which circle our own star and it would be
extremely difficult to observe planets of other stars directly
however a slight wobble in the motion of certain nearby stars
must be due to the existence of small dark companions for
stars whose distance is known and whose mass can be estimated
it is even possible to deduce the mass of the unseen partner
from the amount of wobble some of these masses are too
small to correspond to real stars and begin to approach planets
the most extreme example is barnard s star which yields a
possible pair of jupiter sized planets 10 current theories of
star formation from the collapse of massive clouds of gas and
dust make it appear likely that planetary systems would often
form along with the star on the other hand it may be more
common to form one large planet almost a small star rather
than several small ones which would greatly reduce the fraction of stars with small life supporting planets 11 in addition about half of the stars we see are not single but are members of double or triple star systems and stable planetary orbits
in the life zone of such systems are unlikely though not impossible As a final compromise let fp
110
how many planets per star have environments suitable for
life since the mechanism of star and planet formation is not
understood quantitatively this cannot be calculated theoretically observationally from our solar system we know that earth
sits comfortably in the life zone of the sun very simple forms
of life like virus or bacteria might be possible on venus and
mars at the edges of the life zone but higher life is out of the
question any life on the other planets seems quite improbable
no trace of any organic compounds was found in the moon
1
rocks brought back by apollo XI and XII we choose nhe
what are the chances that life will appear on a favorable
planet from experience on earth we know that life is very
tough it survives under surprisingly extreme conditions from
observations of the vigor of life we assume that if conditions
are such that life can survive it certainly will and optimistically
1
set fi
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what

the probability that life will produce an intelligent
our questions are becoming more difficult and
civilization
the answers less certain again by analogy we might argue
that the evolution of life on other worlds will not have been
on earth and
greatly different from what has occurred here ori
orl
wilt probably appear as they have here
intelligent creatures will
although it has been suggested that other creatures such as the
dolphin may have a sort of culture here only man has produced
an intelligent civilization if not intelligent our civilization
yet the alternatives in
is at least technologically advanced
evolution are so numerous that every world may be different
perhaps then an optimistic guess is that of those planets which
support life 1I out of 10 will produce a civilization
is

HOW MANY

civilizations

ARE

communicative

what fraction of the intelligent civilizations are communicative the technological history of the earth is complicated
and one can easily imagine rather different results from
froin slightly
different events along the way conceivably a civilization might
be quite successful without our technology perhaps better
shali assume that all
off for the sake of this discussion we shall
civilizations have the desire and ability to communicate and
1
set f
calculating
ting
calculiting
this is a good time to consider our progress in calculi
anun ica ting civilizations substituting
N the number of coln
communicating
coin
inun
we I1get
our estimates into the equation w
et

N

10 x

110

x 1I x 1I x

110

x 1I x L

110l
ilo
iio
1101
110 L
liol

none of the factors are likely to be wrong by large amounts
lifetime
clearly our answer for N depends largely upon L the lif
etline
of a civilization in years other scientists have made esti8 j 12
L to 1001 5 aj8
froin 1100
mates ranging from
l100lto
HOW LONG DO

civilizations

LAST

how long then do civilizations last on this question

per-

haps the most important factor we can hardly even guess by
definitions based on such technological accomplishments as
transmission of radio signals or the discovery of nuclear fission
slon civilization on earth is less than a century old whether
it will continue as long as the planet remains a suitable habitat
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is not known Is civilization like life tough and
is it a fragile thing no one knows many agents

durable or
for ending
civilization are known war especially thermonuclear or biochemical disease due perhaps to a new bacterial or viral mutation pollution of the air or water an atrophy of man s abilities due to exposure to drugs or radiation on the other hand
man may overcome these dangers and continue even improve
civilization indefinitely
values of L in the literature range from a thousand to a
billion years depending largely on the writer s optimism if
civilizations last a million years there are about 100 thousand
in the milky way galaxy if they last only a thousand years
there are only 100 or so and if they last a billion years there
are some 100 million civilizations here the problem of calculating the number of other civilizations stands with little
chance of significant improvement since the result depends so
strongly on the unknown lifetime of a civilization
despite the uncertainties one important conclusion emerges
seems very likely that there are many civilizations in
clearly it jeems
the galaxy around us furthermore since there are billions of
galaxies in the universe the total number of civilizations might
101
be about 1015
loi a million billion the total number of intelli10gent beings 1024
1

WHAT KIND OF BEINGS INHABIT OTHER WORLDS

what kind of

beings are they who have created these
numberless civilizations out in space one can find a wide
ran
rangee of educated speculation much of it by writers of science
fiction some have argued that evolution of living things on
earth has followed such a tortuous path with so many other
alternatives open at every step that perhaps no being exactly
like man will have appeared anywhere else 15
13
perhaps we
should not be too surprised if nmembers of other civilizations
are giant something or others
cybernetic organisms cy
14
or little green men on the other hand since
borgs
homo sapiens have prospered on earth it seems plausible that
sir
sit
similar
nilar beings with paired limbs a head two eyes hands etc
might succeed on other planets too the teachings of the proilke since
manlike
phets also imply that extraterrestrial beings are man
inan
luan
iuan like
they must also be children of god and created in his image
how fascinating to meet one
7
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we

cannot help wondering about the religions of these
other intelligent beings do they also have their gods and devils if they worship a supreme being is he the same as our
god do they also need or claim a savior are they behind us
or ahead of us in their spiritual knowledge and righteous
living
although we cannot even guess what life must be like in
any writers have it
other worlds it is fun to speculate and nm
lany
is similar to predicting what life on earth will be like in the
year 2000 AD or 10000 or 100000 we must remember
that our civilization is a mere baby among those in the galaxy
even the most casual observer must be amazed at the dazzling
technological progress during his own lifetime in transportation
medicine power communication genetics and electronics
given a hundred or a thousand more years man nnlay
mlay
ay continue
such remarkable progress and create a truly incredible civilization in a sl
similar
aillar way these other civilizations may be technically advanced beyond our wildest in
imaginings
technical progress of a civilization is not the same as
benevolence love of god and love of fellow man and the
two may not necessarily occur together the technologically
advanced man can be proud make war be immoral or take
advantage of his fellow man just as the cave man
nian did among
which are evil as
these other civilizations there may be some
soine wdiich
which are good they may war or they may work
weil
weli
well
eli
eil ell as some wilch
together if the nmembers of any of these advanced civilizations
goodness as well as a
level
of
have raised themselves to a hiah
it
0
high level of technology we would probably regard them as
ods
gods

possibilities

OF

communication

with any of these
what are the prospects of communicating wyth
civilizations the
tile answer depends largely on their separation
tlle

from
fronii us which depends on the number of civilizations scattered
fron
about the galaxy if there are as few as 1000 civilizations in our

galaxy the average distance between them nmust
lust be on the
wd llie if the number of civilizations
order of 1000 light years while
willie
wiliie
is on the order of 100 million then the average distance is on
b
the order of a few tens of light years because of the enormous
distances involved electromagnetic radiation
light radio
waves X rays etc alone travels sufficiently fast for signify
signifl
signifi
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cant communication with these civilizations at best it will be
a slow process for even the nearest stars are several light years
away

two different

kinds of electromagnetic radiation have been
suggested for interstellar communication radio waves 15
and lasers 1616 radio communication at or near the strong
spectral line of neutral hydrogen at 21 centimeters has been
suggested because of the lack of background interference of
other celestial sources and the belief that all civilizations must
have radio telescopes large radio antennas equipped to detect radiation at that frequency if other civilizations have radio
transmitters as powerful as ours it would be possible even now
for us to detect transmissions from planets of a few nearby
stars the other suggestion is that we might be able to communicate
muni cate with lasers in the visible part of the spectrum at the
communimoment our lasers are not sufficiently powerful to communi
commini
cate with near stars but the development of more powerful
lasers is probably just a matter of time
due to the high cost and demand for use of telescopes on
other projects no attempt has been made at transmission to
other civilizations but project ozma 1960 was an attempt at
detection of possible signals A radio telescope at the national
radio astronomy observatory was guided on two stars tau
erinani to listen for any signals 15 none
ceti and epsilon eridani
sun like stars although it would
were detected from these near sunlike
have been a fantastic coincidence had something been found
on the first try in the meantime several papers have been
written on the problems of deciphering communication and
understanding languages of other civilizations the first communi cation may well be dots and dashes which can be arranged
munication
to form a picture it is of course possible that many of these
other civilizations are already engaged in frequent communication with one another 14
many articles both scientific and fictional have been
written about the prospects of traveling to other civilizations or
of receiving visitations from them but with present spacecraft
it is hopelessly out of the question rockets which use photons
for propulsion and travel near the velocity of light are conceivable
vabie
vable but trips to the stars would still take decades or
cel
cei
centuries hardly the job for present humans although gains
can be made by deep freezing as in 2001 A space odys
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or by the einsteinian relativistic time dilation the clock
on the space craft and hence the biological processes of the
astronauts slow as one nears the speed of light the problems
are still insurmountable to our technology visitations to the
die
dle past have
earth by representatives of other civilizations in the
also been suggested 15 and it is possible that sorne
some artifact
of such a visit may someday be unearthed or a record may be
found in ancient writings
in summary although we have proven nothing the knowledge of modern science makes it probable that there are a
great many other civilizations in our galaxy and there are
billions of other galaxies with this fantastic number of civilizations it is very likely that many are far beyond us in every
way we may not communicate with them in our lifetime or
millenium but if we do it will be one of
even within the next millennium
the most exciting events we have seen
sey
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